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Key Issues 

 

Failure to prevent inappropriately located townhouses being developed 

Townhouses are an important inclusion in a suburb as they provide a more affordable housing option, 

and a first step for first home buyers entering the property market. However, it’s vital that townhouses 

are built in appropriate locations as they can have large impacts to neighbours with overlooking, 

overshadowing, and parking problems. This new overlay will have no impact on the number of 

townhouses built, as it doesn’t change the supply and demand dynamics of the townhouse market. 

What typically transpires is that townhouse developments become even more common in areas 

outside the heritage overlay, which in this case would impact streets like Alma St, Stanhope St and 

Clive St among others. This overlay entirely fails to address the community feedback and concerns 

regarding the proposed 4-6 storey apartment buildings along Barkly St and 8 storey apartment 

buildings adjacent to Whitten Oval.  

 

Positive changes that people try to make to their homes being denied  

Common upgrades to existing homes such as replacing front fences, enclosing a carport with a 

garage door, or building a veranda over the front door can become virtually impossible under this new 

overlay. Changes which make front yards more usable are essentially banned under this overlay and 

given that front yards are a key piece of social infrastructure where we interact with our neighbours, the 

inability to improve them will be a major negative outcome for our community. More information on 

these additional restrictions can be found in the attachments titled Heritage Design Guidelines, (at the 

bottom of the page) https://www.maribyrnong.vic.gov.au/amendmentc172   

 

More expensive repairs imposed on individuals and families  

Many of the houses in  are aging poorly. In particular, leaking tiled roofs, shallow 

foundations and crumbling disused chimneys are becoming more common throughout the suburb. 

Some of the key fixes that will improve the longevity of these homes such as replacing tiles with lighter 

Colourbond are banned under this new overlay, forcing homeowners into much more expensive 

structural repairs. For many homeowners, these repairs will be too expensive, delaying these vital 

repairs may potentially exacerbate future costs. 
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Exacerbating the shortage of family homes 

The census data shows an ever-increasing proportion of young families calling West Footscray home. 

The extreme price difference between 2-bedroom homes and 4-bedroom homes ($384k in West 

Footscray vs $130k in Sunshine according to realestate.com) highlights the large shortage of family 

homes within the suburb. It is vital that our housing stock is flexible to meet the evolving needs of our 

community. Unfortunately, this heritage overlay may have the opposite effect; making extensions more 

expensive, time consuming and generally acting as a disincentive for change. A large portion of the 

houses listed in the heritage overlay are 2-bedroom homes, often unsuitable for the needs of growing 

families, particularly with the recent working from home requirements.  

 

Environmental impacts of running and maintaining energy inefficient buildings 

The overlay in many instances, prevents new solar panels visible from the street from being installed, 

significantly impacting the ability of West Footscray residents to harness sustainable forms of energy. 

As mentioned, many of the houses in  are aging poorly and aren’t close to meeting modern 

day building standards. Upgrading these homes to meet current best practice for energy efficiency 

can be difficult enough without the additional restrictions of the heritage overlay. For many 

homeowners, the dream of an energy efficient home may become financially unviable with the 

additional restrictions of the heritage overlay in place. I have already seen examples  

 where homeowners have been forced to abandon energy efficiency upgrades due to 

the additional costs.  

 

Financial and emotional burden on individuals and families who have had the heritage overlay 

imposed without notice 

This policy impacts everyone differently. For some the costs of this change are non-existent, but for 

others the financial and emotional costs are life-changing. Consider those homeowners who have 

been preparing plans for their dream home over a number of years only to now have their proposals 

rejected, their plans crushed by the heritage overlay. Consider any local residents who have recently 

purchased with the intention of extending or rejuvenating being forced to abandon these plans, unable 

to afford the cost that the additional restrictions invoke, losing their stamp duty and sometimes 

significant property value in the process. The implementation of this policy without notice or adequate 

consultation has unfair and unjust. 
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From:
To: AmendmentC172
Subject: Planning Scheme Amendment C172
Date: Thursday, 7 April 2022 10:59:11 AM

Dear Sir Madam
 
I writing to oppose the council’s decision to implement the West Footscray Post War Heritage
planning amendment to  30 Wellington Street West Footscray.
 
My objection is based on the following:

Not every building in an area is significant to Heritage, the merits of individual houses should
be considered to give greater clarity on what constitutes Heritage criteria, not broad-based
precinct approach., properties should be identified as 'individually significant' (with their own
overlay if needed)
The decision impacts 

 what considerations have been given to the
additional costs of maintaining repairing or potentially amending the property to the new
standard.
The plan doesn’t consider the need for multiple buildings on 1 lot of land for 

i.e., Granny Flats or small unit.  
The council has not adequately explained the heritage significance it’s trying to protect other
than trying to stop subdividing or consolidation of land
I cannot see how the plan addresses consistent style or type of home, does not address
consistent street scape relevant to Heritage.

 
I look forward to hearing ack from you at your earliest convenience.
 
Regards
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From:
To: AmendmentC172
Subject: Opposition to proposed Heritage Overlay for the West Footscray precinct.
Date: Thursday, 7 April 2022 2:17:16 PM

Dear Sir/Madam, 

I am writing to submit my opposition to the proposed Heritage Overlay for the West
Footscray precinct. 

Whilst I support the rezoning of the area to an NRZ2 to contain developments to a smaller
height and density, I believe the addition of a Heritage Overlay will create an untenable
burden on homeowners in the area. My key areas of concern are:

Maintaining healthy buildings
Many of the homes in the proposed area are suffering from the impacts of age and poorly
constructed additions in the post-war period.  facing leaking roofs and
windows, shallow foundations that are sinking rapidly due to local soil quality and
crumbling chimneys sitting in damp soil. These conditions are inviting mould and other
problems that cause serious issues to human health. Remediation of these problems is often
impossible within the current structure of the home and require significant demolition and
renovation to properly solve. Under the Heritage Overlay there will be constraints on
removing dangerous and unhealthy chimneys, use of modern building materials for roofing
(e.g. colourbond) and roof height, that will prevent homes from being renovated to
standard required to maintain human health long term. 

Achieving basic energy efficiency
The overlay will prevent new solar panels from being visible from the street, preventing
many homes from being able to participate in sustainable energy generation. Other
restrictions on window and wall placement on the front and visible sides of buildings will
impact the ability to implement passive solar designs. Australia is already performing very
poorly against the rest of the world in adopting these basic environmental measures. We
must be able to preference healthy and sustainable living over a fondness for the past. 

I propose that the Council proceeds with the zoning change to NRZ2 but does not apply a
Heritage Overlay to the precincts identified in the West Footscray Inter-war and Post-war
Heritage Precint Study. 

Kind regards, 

9 Hope St
West Footscray
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From:
To: AmendmentC172
Subject: Objection to c172/173
Date: Thursday, 7 April 2022 2:38:05 PM
Attachments: image0 jpeg

image1 jpeg
image2 jpeg
23 Creswick St Footscray.pdf

To whom it may concern,

Outlined below are my objections to the proposed interim & permanent c172/173:

Blind sided by council 

 
  We started this process in April 2021 and 

things have only started progressing late November 2021 once COVID restrictions were lifted.
 
On at least 3 occasions, had been in touch with council to confirm that a 
planning permit was not required (29/4 - spoke to  May - architect spoke to planning area & 
October - architect once again spoke to planning area).
 

 
 

 
 only made aware of the interim heritage overlay on 23/12 after speaking to  

 strategic planning department.  It was by chance that my architect rang council with a 
clarifying question only to find out about the HO listing. An official council letter was subsequently sent to 
me post this conversation.

Given this proposal was gazetted on 10th Dec 2021, council needed to be more proactive with communication. By 
remaining silent, council has caused much unrest, uncertainty and economic impact to my family.

It is also alleged that council are seeking to exempt about 50 properties from this interim HO as they have 
a planning permit.  This is unjust as we had been told on many occasions that a building permit is all we 
required for our plans.  In addition, it is morally wrong to keep information like this away from residents 
knowing full well the major impact of the interim HO. 

Creswick St petition & Change.org online petition

Refer to the attached signed petition for the proposed interim & permanent HO.  These 50 signatures were 
attained via a face to face meeting with my neighbours.  Most people laughed and couldn’t believe that 
council would seek to protect properties like mine but negate other Victorians, Edwardians and California 
bungalows on the street.  

In addition, the attached change.org petition has in excess of 500 objectors to c172/173 -
 https://www.change.org/p/maribyrnong-city-council-vic-delwp-objection-to-proposed-heritage-overlays-in-
west-footscray?utm_content=cl_sharecopy_32420018_en-
AU%3A2&recruiter=389555356&recruited_by_id=22e263f0-60b4-11e5-9d5d-
2deb4a9b7e98&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=copylink&utm_campaign=psf_combo_share_initial
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120 Creswick St
124 Creswick St
126 Creswick St
128 Creswick St
130 Creswick St

Inconsistent character on the street due to development

The proposed c172/173 is about 20 years too late.  There are already too many developments taking place 
and the HO (impacting <10%) on just 10 properties on the street does not make sense.  Listed below are 
examples of the developments:

7 Creswick St - 7 townhouses under construction 
11 Creswick St - 4 units
47 Creswick St - empty land
44 Creswick St - 2 units
124 Creswick St
126 Creswick St
128 Creswick St
130 Creswick St
115 Creswick St - 2 units
6a Creswick St
6b Creswick St
20 Creswick St
42 Creswick St
58 Creswick St

About 200 meters away is 12 Jerrold St Footscray. A street with lots of properties that have potential 
contributory value. However, houses like this can been demolished and replaced with new townhouses.

be subjected to c172/173 when properties like 12 Jerrold St go unprotected 
and can go ahead with their proposed knock down rebuild plans?

Post war time frame & historical significance inconsistencies 

According to the West Footscray Inter-war and Post-war Heritage Precinct Study 2021, the post war period 
is from c1940-1960.   originally built in 1969 and I don’t believe it falls into this post war 
category based on the initial definition of post war period as stated on page 7 of the heritage study.
 
While it’s a romantic family success story of a migrant in the post war era, there is little evidence to suggest 
that Andrea Dapiran actually built  (23 Creswick St Footscray).  It has also been confirmed by 
council via email that this information is not kept on file and they are unsure of the actual builder.

Failure to provide critical information and data

Outlined below is my correspondence with the council requesting specific information that led to  
 being impacted by c172/173.  Council either didn’t make this information available or referred me 

to the “freedom of information“ website.  Both of these reasons are unacceptable.  It’s council responsibility 
to provide this information as it was stated in the West Footscray Inter-war and Post-war Heritage Precinct 
Study 2021:

 requested:

“Precinct study section 1.2 p8 states “The brief for Project 2 formed part of Council quotation 1058-20, 
issued on 21 September 2019”



Can I please have a copy of Council quotation 1058-20, issued on 21 September 2019?
 
Council response:
The quotation and responses are not public documents, however you could consider making a Freedom of 
Information request. Information on Freedom of Information is available on Council’s website at: Freedom 
of information - Maribyrnong. 
Please note this process has its own timeframes and procedural requirements.  It would not be advisable 
to wait for this information and we encourage you to lodge a submission to Amendment C172 prior to the 
closing date for exhibition. 
All of the documents that form part of the public exhibition are available on the Amendment C172 page of 
Council’s website as well as the Victorian Government’s Amendment C172 page at https://planning-
schemes.app.planning.vic.gov.au/All%20schemes/amendments/C172mari?schemeCode=mari”

 requested:

“Please provide underpinning documents/spreadsheets that accompany the Precinct study Spreadsheets 
as stated in the Precinct study p15
Documents with any analysis of spreadsheets to decide boundaries of heritage precincts.
 
Council response:
The spreadsheets do not form part of exhibition and are not public documents. You could consider a 
Freedom of Information request as outlined above.”

Social & economic impacts

While the council claims to have taken social and economic impacts into account, this seems to be just a 
statement without much thought for the impacted individual.  Given the past 2 years of pandemic struggles, 

 dealing with its ramifications.  

Attached is a real estate evaluation of the economic impacts of c172/173.   
 

Council have failed to take  economic impact into account while implementing the 
HO listing.

Here is an example of this:

 - In which document have the social effects and economic effects of the current interim 
heritage overlay been taken into account?

Council response - The Explanatory Report for Amendment C173 outlines the social and economic effects 
of the interim controls. The below link will take you to the Explanatory Report approved by the Minister for 
Planning as part of Amendment C173
https://stfpbsprodapp01.blob.core.windows.net/amendmentfiles/d560f354-1b9c-eb11-b1ac-
000d3a6b2d38_c5b4b95d-782d-41db-b042-
32af49147065_Maribyrnong%20C173mari%20Explanatory%20Report%20Approval%20Gazetted.pdf
 

asked - In which document have the social effects and economic effects of the proposed 
permanent heritage overlay been taken into account?

Council response - The Explanatory Report for Amendment C172 outlines the social and economic effects 
of the proposed permanent controls. The below link will take you to the Exhibited Explanatory Report
https://stfpbsprodapp01.blob.core.windows.net/amendmentfiles/57abad2f-1b9c-eb11-b1ac-
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Re: West Footscray Heritage Study (Amendment C172 - Permanent Controls) 

Submission by  2 Centennial St, West 
Footscray. 
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding the City of Maribyrnong's 
Amendment C172.  2 Centennial St, West Footscray. 

 we are strongly invested in the local community 
 

  
 

 

we have invested much time and money in researching the 
community, its history, the environment, fauna and flora, as well as looking at the best approaches 
to ESD and  impact on the environment but makes a 
positive contribution. 

Condition of housing 
We note with interest that the Maribyrnong City Council acknowledged a state of climate emergency 
on 19 Feb 2019. I regularly hear the phrase from local government officers, "Heritage and climate 
emergency are not in conflict". Whilst I agree that they are not mutually exclusive, they can act 
antagonistically. I'm sure that many people are familiar with the quote that Carl Elefante famously 
coined, "The greenest building is one that is already built". Whilst this is often true, it doesn't 
consider the state of housing in some of these areas. 

 house was built in 1947 and is classed as a Post-WW2 austerity house. It was built at 
a time when materials and skilled labour were in short supply. They are of a basic design, built with 
basic skills, and using whatever materials were available at the time1. These were mass-built project 
homes, with Hansen Builders completing around 300 homes per year around this time. 

In the subsequent years, they have been predominately occupied by lower-income families, and 
they have not always seen appropriate maintenance and upgrading as required. 

 poor state of repair, requiring the replacement of floors, roof, and ceiling. The 
whole house will need restumping with likely significant work to fix the underfloor. Weatherboards 
have been previously replaced, and there are no original windows. 

 advice from re-stumper and builders as to the poor construction methods used and the 
work that will be required to fix the house.  

 
This has proven that the multiple leaks now in the roof and multiple attempts to find and 

fix the leaks by reputable companies have failed to stop these leaks. 

The frequent and extreme movement  requires regular repositioning of doors to keep 
them operating and has also resulted in substantial cracking of plasterwork throughout the house. 
The subfloor has been deformed in areas under the house due to frequent movement. 

 
1 Culture Victoria https://cv.vic.gov.au/stories/built-environment/what-house-is-that/post-war-
house/ 
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 as it is would require most of the house to be replaced to continue to be 
habitable. This removes any realistic discussion of maintaining the house due to embodied energy, 
as very little remains viable. 

Furthermore, a requirement to replace with a faux style with little if any original fabric would be a 
significant risk of facadism, which is discouraged under the Burra Charter2 

The push for carbon neutral and energy positive housing 
Whilst the council's role within sustainability is focused when it comes to council assets, it is less 
clear as to the most effective roles when it comes to supporting the community. The City of 
Maribyrnong has, however, clearly outlined an approach inclusive of the community in the 
Maribyrnong City Council Climate Emergency Strategy 2020-2025. This states that, "Council will also 
work with the Maribyrnong community to develop their capacity and empower them to build and 
operate their homes, businesses and facilities to eliminate greenhouse gas emissions by 2030." 
(pg.16)". It goes on to further state that they will, "support and promote local buildings or 
infrastructure which showcase low/zero carbon materials use, energy-efficient design and innovative 
sustainable lifestyles, such as tiny housing." (pg. 18). 

In general, we can say that Council seeks a role to support householders in implementing 
sustainability by making it simpler, less expensive, and more effective to design, build and maintain 
appropriately sustainable homes that significantly reduce their impact on the environment if not 
providing benefit to the surrounding community and environment. Through the current amendment 
proposed, in an area with many houses that have little design or construction thought towards 
sustainability, the Council, in effect, are making it more complex, more expensive and less effective. 

Local government officers in the City of Darebin, involved in the Thornbury Estate heritage 
consultation, have that achieving 8 or 9 stars under the NATHERS system is unlikely under the 
proposed heritage amendment. This would leave any homeowner seeking to build an 
environmentally sustainable home with the only option to build to what will soon be the minimum 
possible NATHERS rating under the newly proposed National Construction Code (NCC) 2022. 

Although Sustainability Victoria has indicated that you can achieve net-zero on a 6.9 star home3, this 
is with bulk wall insulation throughout (R5, which is unlikely to fit in 1940s framing), vapour barriers 
to reduce air leakage, thermally broken double glazed windows, and substantial solar PV. 

To be able to achieve these levels of ESD in the post-WW2 austerity housing, the outside 
weatherboards would have to be stripped to allow bulk insulation and vapour barriers to reduce air 
leakage. Windows would have to be replaced and substantial work under the floor and on the 
ceiling. All of this ending up, once again, with a faux façade of the house lacking any real heritage 
value. 

The shift to electric vehicles 
As just one example of the conflicts that can arise through overzealous heritage controls in an area 
with very small blocks, I will discuss the rapid adoption of electric vehicles within the community. 
Although Australia lags somewhat behind many other countries, there is still a rapid rise in the 
uptake of electric vehicles, and projections by CSIRO and others show that this will quickly see the 

 
2 The Burra Charter: the Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance, 2013 
3 https://www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/news/news-articles/building-a-zero-net-carbon-home-for-efficiency-
and-affordability 



purchase of EVs outstripping ICE vehicles. The CSIRO projection is that 70% of cars sold will be EV 
within ten years following a mid-point sustainable growth projection4. 

I have been discussing this with the council to determine better how we can effectively  
 

 
  

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Further, this would allow us to support more street tree planting on our street in line with the 
Maribyrnong Street Planting Strategy (2013), but our reliance on-street parking means that we are 
stuck without good tree coverage and the resulting amenity loss as well as increase urban heat 
island effect. 

Notwithstanding all the above points, we do note that the Crime Stats Agency indicate that 
Maribyrnong has the highest rate of theft from motor vehicles (B42 Steal from motor vehicle) in 
Victoria based on 2021 data with a rate of 1,844 per 100,000 population5. Any opportunity to 
improve the security of our vehicle would be appreciated.

 

This antagonism to crossovers does seem peculiar when we look at the design of these homes. The 
design of the house would appear to be made to accommodate future vehicle parking. They were 
built at a time when people were highly aspirational about car ownership. In 1945 about two-thirds 
of men in Melbourne had a driver's licence, but there were two and a half drivers for every 
registered vehicle6. 

Hanson was designing predominately two types of houses at this stage. One design was for blocks 
with a 13m frontage, in which case they provided a 3m driveway. The other design apparent in 
Centennial Street is a 10m frontage in which the design of the house is modified to allow a 3m x 6m 
space in the front yard perpendicular to the street. It would seem to be a huge leap of logic to think 
that this 3m x 6m space allowed in the front of the house at a highly aspirational time for car 
ownership would be for anything other than a driveway. 

Professor Phillip Goad is Director of the Melbourne School of Design and Professor of Architecture in 
the Faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning at the University of Melbourne, specifically 
mentions that Post-WW2 housing in Melbourne was built for the motor vehicle, although his 
discussion encompasses the period out to the 1960s7. 

 
4 Graham, P.W. and Havas, L. 2021, Electric vehicle projections 2021, CSIRO, Australia. 
5 https://www.crimestatistics.vic.gov.au/crime-statistics/latest-victorian-crime-data/download-data; accessed 
30 Mar 2022 
6 https://www.emelbourne.net.au/biogs/EM01017b.htm (accessed 7 April 2022) 
7 https://cv.vic.gov.au/stories/built-environment/what-house-is-that/phillip-goad-homes-built-for-post-war-
living/ (accessed 31 Mar 2022) 



This would all make it much more difficult and much more expensive to own an EV if these heritage 
protections are brought in. I doubt that council would appreciate the planning regulations creating a 
strong incentive for the continued ownership of ICE vehicles. 

Changing use and expectations of houses over time 
Another challenge faced by many homeowners covered under the amendment is that there are 
vastly different expectations and uses for housing today than there were 70+ years ago. This 
includes an expectation of greater space within the house, expecting homes to provide much better 
thermal and acoustic comfort, greater use of the house as a home office/work from home with both 
parents working, to name a few areas. 

Whilst homeowners in many homeowners in heritage areas are able to address these issues given 
the ample size of housing blocks in many areas. This is not the case for Centennial Street, with very 
small blocks of land. 

Parking in the rear of the property rather than the front set back will reduce  outdoor 
space by about 25%. What seems like a minor prohibition in the amendment can cause significant 
and long-term erosion  

Compounding impact of heritage amendments with other planning controls 
Further to the final comments above, there are other examples of the heritage controls having a 
compounding effect when considered along with other ResCode and planning requirements. 

council has been that any first storey extension must begin much further 
back than accepted practice and commence at the skillion roof, which is right at the rear  

Not only will building out the back further significantly reduce private outdoor 
space on what is already a very small backyard, but the council has already allowed the bare 
minimum backyard space for the Highbury development  

 effectively stopping any 
possible first storey if it is set so far back on our property. 

Level of contribution 
We would also like to mention that we feel that there has been a lack of quantification and 
qualification of the level of contribution of the housing to be covered under the amendment. We are 
concerned that this greatest a "lowering of the bar" in terms of what is heritage and is too broad to 
be meaningful. 

Much of the housing is unexceptional, and it is difficult to see the net community benefit of these 
broad-ranging heritage controls. We have discussed this in more depth in our parallel submission, 
which covers the planning and heritage aspects in more detail. 

Procedural fairness 
The final matter to raise is the topic of procedural fairness. Whilst we understand the policy reasons 
behind bringing in these prohibitions without notice, it does have a direct financial impact on those 
who have already engaged architects and builders, paying thousands of dollars in fees to date. 

 understanding that it wouldn't meet our long-term needs but 
having appropriately reviewed the planning provisions to ensure that we would be able to knock 
down and rebuild with a long term ESD home that provides for our long-term wellbeing as well as 
significantly reducing impact on the environment  



Some consideration should be made of those applications that can provide clear proof that they had 
contractually engaged architects and/or builders prior to the heritage notification and who had 
already committed funds towards the development of plans. 

Conclusion 
In summary, we would like to state that we do not see that Council has not been able to clearly 
demonstrate the 'net community benefit 'of imposing the heritage overlay given the financial stress 
and burden this will place on homeowners. Moonee Valley City Council (2014) determined that the 
broad application of a heritage overlay was too onerous on homeowners and therefore identified 
elements of 'greatest significance 'to protect instead. 'Unnecessarily onerous to apply broadly .' 

There is a similar risk here of imposing an unjustified burden on landowners with a net result of little 
more than the retention of facades and not much else. 

Further, there should be more in-depth consideration of the houses included under any heritage 
protection. isolated from other contributory housing with just the two buildings 
together bounded by a laneway on the other side. Moonee Valley City Council (2014) found that a 
small pocket of housing not contiguous with other houses reduced their significance to an amount 
that they should not be included in the heritage overlay. 

As seen in consideration in Whitehorse council in 2008, whilst poor condition does not of itself 
disqualify a place from being listed on the Heritage Overlay, a lack of intactness may do so. It found 
that a property that had deteriorated and would end up retaining very little historical fabric that 
would be able to be salvaged meant that it should be deleted from the amendment. 

We consider that there are better opportunities to focus on properties of individual significance, the 
use of Neighbourhood Character to support the development of housing that is appropriately 
designed house and sympathetic to the neighbourhood character but with significantly reduced 
environmental impact. This is likely to provide a greater contribution to the community than the 
retention of old, sub-standard housing. 
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6 Parliament Place 
East Melbourne 

VIC 3002 
 

Email: conservation@nattrust.com.au 
Web: www.nationaltrust.org.au 

 
T 03 9656 9818 

7 April 2022 

 

Strategic Planning Team 

City of Maribyrnong 

Emailed to AmendmentC172@maribyrnong.vic.gov.au 

 

Re: Planning Scheme Amendment C172 – West Footscray Heritage Study 

 

Dear Madam/Sir, 
 

I write on behalf of the National Trust of Australia (Victoria) and the Inner West Branch of 
the National Trust. We are pleased to write in support of the Planning Scheme Amendment 
C172, which implements the West Footscray Inter-war and Post-war Heritage Precinct Study 
2021. 

The National Trust is the state’s largest community-based heritage advocacy organisation 
actively working towards conserving and protecting our heritage for future generations to 
enjoy, representing 30,000 members and supporters across Victoria. Our Inner West Branch 
comprises more than 145 National Trust members in the area including the City of 
Maribyrnong, who advocate locally for the protection and celebration of cultural heritage.  

As Victoria’s premier heritage and conservation organisation, the National Trust has an 
interest in ensuring that the wide range of natural, cultural, social, and Indigenous heritage 
values of the municipality are protected and respected, contributing to strong, vibrant and 
prosperous communities. 

Support for Planning Amendment C172 

The National Trust congratulates the City of Maribyrnong on progressing this important work 
which proposes to apply the Heritage Overlay to eight new precincts identified in the West 
Footscray Inter-war and Post-war Heritage Precinct Study 2021 undertaken by independent 
heritage consultants Heritage Alliance. 

We acknowledge that Amendment C172 implements a number of objectives of planning in 
Victoria pursuant to Section 4 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987, in particular:  

• To provide for the fair, orderly, economic and sustainable use and development of land   
• To conserve and enhance those buildings, areas or other places which are of scientific, 

aesthetic, architectural or historical interest, or otherwise of special cultural value 

This amendment also strongly aligns with the mission of the National Trust to inspire the 
community to appreciate, conserve and celebrate its diverse natural, cultural, social and 
Indigenous heritage. 

In particular, we commend Council for its strategic work to identify and assess post-war 
heritage places. Despite the historic importance of the post-war period in Melbourne, a 
period of transformation on a scale not seen since the gold rush, much of our post-war 
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